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Create WOW Customer Experiences: CX 2.0GOOGLE 
WANTS TO 
BE YOUR 
FRIEND

Google Wants to be 
Your Friend
Does your company have local business location(s)? 
Do you offer exceptional products, service and 
support? If so, Google wants to be your friend 
because they want their audience to have the best 
experience, from search through delivery. As you 
can probably guess a friendship with Google has 
many benefits.
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GOOGLE 
WANTS TO 
BE YOUR 
FRIEND

Think about Google like a referral partner.
Usually, referrals know you, your business 
and trust that you will do a good job for 
their friend, family member or colleague.

Google’s algorithm is similar, driving both 
local and organic search results. And just 
like those that recommend you, Google 
needs to confirm you are an actual business 
with a real location, and that any customers 
referred to you will have an exceptional 
customer experience.

New American Funding in Bettendorf, Iowa 
is a great example. Melissa and her family 
are moving to Bettendorf. They’ve decided 
to purchase their first home with this move.
Before they even start packing, they are
searching for homes on Realtor.com and 
Zillow. The following Sunday, they visit their
destination to look at several homes. They 
are focused on this area because they want 
their two young children to attend highly-
rated Pleasant View Elementary School. 
Needing a mortgage pre-approval letter, 
they set out to find the best loan officer. 
They’ve heard too many horror stories 
about how complicated the mortgage 
experience can be.
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Melissa jumps online to research options. Of 
course, she goes to Google (92.57% of worldwide 
search share belongs to Google, according to 
StatCounter). She starts with a basic search: 
“Mortgage in Bettendorf, Iowa.”

JANUARY 2019 - JANUARY 2020

92.57%

1.64%

2.45%
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Costco and Wells Fargo invest heavily 
in Google Ads to own the Pay-Per-Click 
(PPC) spots that appear at the top of the 
first Search Engine Results Page (SERP). 
The single keyword “mortgage” is costing 
them about $50 per click. Ouch!

This image to the right is the Google 
Local Pack—where the gold is. Here you 
find New American Funding, Wells Fargo 
and Ruhl Mortgage. Even when doing 
this search multiple ways, New American 
comes up in the local pack in nearly every 
search. The question is, why? What are 
they doing for Google to be so friendly?

When someone goes online and searches 
for something, the Google algorithm has 
great intentions—to find and provide 
the most prominent, local and relevant 
options.
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How well-known a business 
is. This could mean a local 
landmark, or based on 
information that Google has 
about a business like links, 
articles and directories.

How far each potential search 
result is from the location 
(or Google’s knowledge about 
the location) for the person 
searching.

How accurately a 
local listing matches 

what someone is 
searching for.
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Upon further investigation, you will 
notice that Amber Ernst and the New 
American Funding team in Bettendorf, 
Iowa is absolutely the best option. If you 
secure a loan with them, you are almost 
guaranteed to have a great experience. 
The company has thousands of reviews 
to prove it. Amber has hundreds of her 
own reviews. If you ask local real estate 
agents, they are likely to recommend 
this group or at least know of their rep-
utation. How did Google get this one so 
right? It’s all about the math.
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In 2018, SaaS company Moz.com published an article discussing 50 
different local search ranking factors. The majority of them can be
categorized into five major buckets (see Page 8). 

When a search is made, Google first asks and answers the question, 
“Does the search query have local intent?” In our earlier example, 
Google clearly believes the search including “mortgage” has local 
intent. So, they show their Local Pack in the most premium placement 
possible, directly under the paid ads
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According to Moz.com, roughly 81% of the
algorithm centers around the following 5 key 
factors:
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"Give customers 
a chance to get to 
know what you do, 
and where to find 
you.”

GOOGLE MY BUSINESS

Your Business Name

Address: 

Hours:

Phone:

Website:

Type of Company in City, State

See photos

Optimizing your company’s locations is crucial 

for Google to be your friend. With Google My 

Business (GMB) accounting for 25% of the 

local search ranking algorithm, every location 

of a business needs to have a claimed listing 

with accurate information. If the location can’t 

be found, or if the words “Claim this business” 

appears, ownership needs to be assertive—

quickly! To Google, an unclaimed business 

barely exists. Linking to Google My Business 

and updating the listing data is like saying, 

“Hey Google, I’m over here.” If a company 

has 10 or more locations and doesn’t have 

a service like SocialSurvey to manage this, 

you may be able to use a bulk upload 

spreadsheet.

Optimizing Google My Business

While on GMB, make sure to enter complete, 

accurate information to give customers a 

chance to get to know what you do, and 

where to find you. This makes it easy for 

Google to match you with the right searches.

Focus on a name, physical address, phone 

number, business category, hours of oper-

ation, photos and attributes. Here is a link 

to Google’s guide on editing your business 

information.
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Your veriÞcation code:Visit google.com/verifymybusiness
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Next, verify your location. Verifying your 

business location(s) is mission critical to 

winning on Google search. Through an 

almost unbelievable analog process, Google 

will send a postcard to your location with a 

five-digit number for verification. Here are 

8 tips we’ve picked up over the years for 

managing your GMB location listings:

GOOGLE MY BUSINESS

1. Manage the Google postcard dance 

with care The verification postcard that 

Google sends out looks a little like an ad. 

Make sure your location managers, mar-

keters and/or administrators know that the 

Google postcard is being delivered to them 

via USPS mail and to be on the lookout for its 

arrival. You’d be surprised how many end up 

in the trash.

2. Name your location listings to make it 

easy for Google It helps to put the primary 

search phrase in your business name. Make 

sure to keep consistent with what appears 

on your website and other sites like Yelp and 

Bing. (e.g. If you’re a mortgage company, it is 

a good idea to add the word “mortgage” to 

your title)

3. The address for each location should be 

the same, everywhere If you are at 12677 

Alcosta Blvd., Suite 250, then you should be 

using the exact same address on all of your 

listings across search engines and directories. 

If you use “Boulevard” on Yelp, “Blvd.” on Goo-

gle and “Road” on your location’s website, you 

are creating mismatches. Google’s algorithm 

likes exact matches. This problem occurs 

frequently with addresses that contain suite 

numbers, such as Suite 250, Ste 250 or #250.

4. Use a local phone number. Local phone 

exchanges usually reinforce that it is a local 

business. If you have 20 locations that all use 

the same 1-800 number, then you clearly have 

a national call center handling calls for the 

business. This is a “not so local” practice.

8 TiPS
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5. Use the actual website for each 

specific branch location

When Google crawls the linked site, it

should have the local name, address,

hours, phone # and other attributes. Try

not to link all of your locations to the same

web address.

6. Keep your hours accurate

Entering and updating your hours,

especially during the holidays, gives both

customers and Google confidence.

7. Add and update photos and videos

regularly

Showing your goods and services can

help tell the story of your business.

8. Get your customers to write reviews

Managing and responding to reviews is

extremely powerful.

"Verifying your
business location(s) 
is mission critical to 
winning on Google 
search.”
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Backlinks are a clickable object (text, link or 

image) that goes from one site to another. 

Google’s algorithm loves it when relevant 

sites link to you as an answer for what the 

searcher is looking for. In recent years, 

Google has moved away from their original 

“PageRank” algorithm, but still sees links to 

your website as a valuable signal.

Inbound links are links that are on other

sites that redirect their traffic to your

website. When one website mentions a

different website and links to it, that’s a

signal to search engines that other

external sites are endorsing the content.

Focusing on inbound links can really help

you win online, as there is plenty of

opportunity here. Getting natural links

from high-quality websites will really boost

your page rank. For instance, let’s look at

our friends at New American Funding. They

are a mortgage company, employing more 

than 1,000 loan officers with 200 locations.

There are two types of links, Internal and 

Inbound.

Internal is a link that goes from one page

of your website to another without leaving

your domain. For instance, if someone is

on your home page and clicks on a link to

find a location that directs to another page

on your website.

About Us

About Us

YOUR
HOMEPAGE

YOUR
WEBSITE

LinK SignaLS
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Let’s make a list of a few inbound partners New American Funding should focus on, 

and count the results. You can do this for any business vertical.

Zillow offers individual Loan Officer 

Profile Pages and Branch Pages. Each 

of these can link to from Zillow to the 

New American Funding Website. That’s 

roughly 1,200 links.

Google My Business offers professional

listings and branch listings. Add 1,200

possible links.

Yelp, BBB, Bing, Apple Maps, City 

Search, City Data, YP, Yahoo—let’s say 

you only use their location pages. Add 

1,600 links.

Our CX 2.0 strategy offers Professional Pages, Location 

Pages and Company Pages. That’ll add another 1,400 

links back to New American Funding sites.

LendingTree is now offering Loan 

Officer and Company Pages. That’s 

another 1,200 links.
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That’s more than 6,000 links driving traffic to New

American Funding. Then, add review sharing on 

social media and the links grow exponentially. 

For New American Funding, they received more than 

65,000 reviews in the first 30 months. Those reviews 

have been shared on social media pages more than 

400,000 times. Each of those 400,000 shares have 

a link back to a New American Funding Page. It is 

important to underline that even if Google didn’t 

reward inbound links, it would still be a great 

strategy for growing business. Getting links to and 

driving traffic from a trusted website to you is 

simply great business practice. Sharing the true 

voice of your customer all over social media in front 

of friends, family and colleagues drives more traffic, 

referrals, and business to you.

You can often find the most authoritative 

(in the eyes of the search engine) directo-

ries specific to your type of business simply 

by searching for them. Here are some that 

dominate their online categories. 

“Sharing the true voice 
of your customer all 
over social media in 
front of friends, family 
and colleagues, drives 
more traffic, referrals, 
and business to you. 
It’s a smart and cheap 
way to grow business.”

Industry-Specific Backlinks 
Build Authority

MORTGAGE HEALTHCARE

REAL ESTATE AUTOMOTIVE
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Google loves reviews and so do potential customers. Positive reviews will definitely 

persuade people to choose your business, and they will also have a big impact on 

search rankings.

Getting your customers writing reviews for your company on Google (and other 

third-party review sites) is valuable for several reasons:

Next, let’s look at another example of a company winning on Google: San Diego 

insurance company Fusco and Orsini Insurance. When you are looking for insur-

ance in San Diego—which is a big, competitive market—this single-location agency 

often comes to the top of the search results. At the time I am writing this, they have 

262 Google reviews (by the time you read this, they will have more) across a perfect 

5-star average.

ABC Company

3. Responding to your reviews tells

Google and the rest of the world you

care about the Voice of the Customer.

4. Once you’re doing great on Google

reviews, turning your attention to

other relevant industry third-party

reviews sites are likely to help you

create additional business opportunities.

1. Google is reading the reviews and 

looking for keyword matches.

2. An ever-growing volume of local

customer reviews tells Google you

continue to exist in that location

and continue to do a great job for

your customers.

Re
Vi

eW
S
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Knowing that Google loves positive senti-

ment and is reading the reviews looking 

for keyword matches, it is easy to see why 

they are winning. Here are a few of the 

exact matches found in their reviews:

Review Signals for Fusco and Orsini Insurance in San Diego

A flawless 5-star average across 229 reviews 

is very hard to achieve. There is also positive 

customer sentiment throughout the 

reviews, which have over 12,000 written 

words (reviews and replies). WOW! There are 

hundreds of notable keyword matches for 

words like Insurance, Car, Auto and Home. 

Customers are even calling the agents out 

by name! The combination of these 

components is clearly driving excellent 

performance. It is easy to see why they are 

winning on Google. They have figured out 

Google’s system by having a claimed GMB 

listing with complete data and a lot of happy 

customer reviews. 

Bravo! 
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Google also looks at a company’s on-site

content as a ranking factor. If a company lists

themselves as an accounting firm but their

website says nothing about accounting, that 

is a red flag. The idea is simple enough—

make sure you have high-quality content on 

your site that tells potential customers the

products and services you offer.

Additionally, the security and functionality

of your site can affect your rankings.

For instance, is your site mobile-friendly

(responsive)? Does it work on all devices and

browsers (compatibile)? All of these combine

to create your level of authority to Google.

DaTa on youR SiTe 
maTcheS youR 
LiSTingS DaTa

on-Page conTenT

Address: 

Hours:

Phone:

Website:

Type of Comany in San Ramon, CA

See photos

123 Main Street, Suite 215, San Ramon, CA 94582

Mon-Fri: 9:00 - 5:00 am EST

555.555.5555

www.abccompany.com

123 Main Street, Suite 215, San Ramon, CA 94582
Mon-Fri: 9:00 - 5:00 am EST   |   555.555.5555    |    www.abccompany.com

ABC Company

ABC Company

Reviews

High-quality content

Your Website
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A local citation is an online mention of a business’ Name, Address and Phone

Number (NAP). This information is critical for influencing search engines to 

display local search intent, while also helping internet users discover local busi-

nesses. There are two kinds of citations: structured and unstructured. Google’s 

algorithm looks at both when ranking search results. Citations are really import-

ant to your business. Focus on the citations that can actually bring you custom-

ers. For instance, restaurants should make sure their NAP data is perfect on 

Yelp.

A structured citation is a mention of your business on websites and business

directories like Yelp, Bing, Yahoo, City Search and Yellow Pages.

LocaL ciTaTionS

STRUCTURED

Source: Citysearch

structured 
citation
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UNSTRUCTURED

Source: Cision

An unstructured citation is a mention of

your business on blogs, news sites and

other businesses’ websites.

It is important to make sure your business

is listed on high authority and industry-specific

sites to earn credibility and trust

from Google. For example, mortgage

lenders and real estate agents should have

all of their locations listed on the major

directories, as well as industry-specific

listings like Zillow, LendingTree and

SocialSurvey.

unstructured 
citation
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YOUR
WEBSITE

ÑORÑ

1.    GoogleMyBusiness

2.    Bing

3.    Apple Maps

4.    Express Update

5.    Acxiom

6.    Factual

7.    Localeze

8.    Dun & Bradstreet

9.     Facebook

10.   Yelp

11.   Yahoo

12.   Superpages

13.    Foursquare

14.    City Search

15.    YP

ToP 15 ciTaTion SiTeS

The local search ecosystem is complicated, 

especially for big, multi-location brands. 

There are hundreds of directories. 

Maintaining proper location data means 

companies must deploy bulk methods 

of sharing and syncing data. When 

defining your citation criteria, focus first 

on consistency. Next, update sites with 

authority. Finally, add vertically and 

geographically-relevant citations.
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Winning on Google can be complicated, but by 

following the practices provided, your business 

locations can successfully broadcast the following 

statements to Google and potential customers:

Companies we work with that focus on 

perfecting their GMB listings consistently 

show up in Google’s Local Pack and 

frequently hear from customers, 

“I found you on Google!”

Remember that your brand is everywhere, 

and potential customers are finding you 

on search engines, maps and online 

directories. A good listings management 

and reviews strategy will be well worth 

your time and effort, helping you win 

more local business online.
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imPRoVe youR onLine 
RePuTaTion WiTh a FRee 
cX auDiT
What’s your Google rank?  How does that compare to 

competitors?  How many reviews and ratings do you 

have versus others in your market?  Find out with 

SocialSurvey’s comprehensive Customer Experience 

(CX) audit. 

Every CX Audit shows how others view your business 

online, and what you can be doing to improve your 

position and authority score.  By taking control of your 

online reputation you’ll be able to capitalize on more 

opportunities and turn great customer experiences into 

local market domination.  Get started today by requesting 

your free CX Audit* at https://try.socialsurvey.com/cus-

tomer-audit/

For more information, please visit SocialSurvey.com or 

contact us directly at +1 (888) 701 4512. You can also 

follow SocialSurvey on all social media platforms.

 

* Must meet qualification criteria to get comprehensive CX audit.

https://try.socialsurvey.com/cus-tomer-audit/
https://try.socialsurvey.com/cus-tomer-audit/
https://www.instagram.com/socialsurveywow/?hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/company/socialsurvey/
https://twitter.com/SocialSurveyMe
https://www.facebook.com/SocialSurveybusiness/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnaXwDAjcO8pOMSDtxdgmpw
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12677 Alcosta Blvd #250
San Ramon, CA 94583

+1 (888) 701 4512
www.socialsurvey.com

About SocialSurvey
SocialSurvey offers an enterprise customer experience platform that empowers 

businesses to drive employee behavior while improving customer experience, 

online reputation and revenues. Its unique, player-integrated approach to 

customer feedback yields powerful CX insights while amplifying online reviews, 

marketing automation and local search rankings.

https://www.socialsurvey.com



